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1 Introduction
This application note introduces the design of secure OTA projects, Secure
BootLoader (SBL) and Secure FirmWare (SFW), launched by the system
application team of RT series MCUs. It also introduces the realization of the
FOTA function on it.
SBL and SFW are an OTA project for MCU launched by the System Application
team of NXP Edge Processing BL. Now, the project supports most chips of
i.MXRT series and LPC55S69 chips.
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This application note introduces the design and implementation of FOTA based on i.MXRT1010-EVK board and i.MXRT1020EVK board.

2 SBL and SFW overview
SBL and SFW are secure firmware update projects for MCU launched by NXP. SBL is a second bootloader used with the
FOTA-capable firmware. It manages the update period by verifying and writing the new firmware image to the designated area of
internal or external storage devices.
SFW is based on FreeRTOS and is designed to implement a complete FOTA process together with SBL. SFW supports to obtain
new firmware images through U disk and SD card locally and through AWS cloud or Alibaba Cloud remotely. After getting a new
firmware image, SFW itself writes the image to the storage device, sets the corresponding flag, and reboots the device. After
entering SBL, SBL checks the new firmware image and completes the update. Figure 1 shows the structural block diagram of SBL
and SFW.
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Figure 1. SBL and SFW diagram

3 FOTA structure design
In this application note, FOTA generally refers to firmware updates. The following FOTAs all represent firmware update.
In this project, SFW is the start of a FOTA period. SFW is based on FreeRTOS, so in addition to the task group used to implement
application functions, it also creates multiple tasks for FOTA. These tasks are responsible for receiving new firmware and writing
it into flash. In the SFW project, SD card update task, U disk update task, and AWS or ALI cloud update task are set respectively.
These update tasks are optional and can be enabled in the menuconfig of SFW.
The update task of U disk and SD card detects whether there is a new firmware image in the inserted U disk or SD card. If there is
a new firmware image, it reads the image and stores the image in the designated location of the flash. The update task of AWS or
ALI cloud receives the OTA instruction of the cloud platform. When the cloud platform initiates an OTA request, the update task
of AWS or ALI cloud receives the new firmware image from the cloud platform and stores it in the designated location of the flash.
Figure 2 shows the basic process.
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Figure 2. FOTA basic workflow
Many i.MXRT series MCUs chips have the remap function, so SBL and SFW define two different modes on FOTA: Swap mode
and Remap mode. The operations corresponding to the write flags, read flags, and OTA operation in the flowchart are different,
as described in Swap mode and Remap mode.
To support the revert function of the firmware image, the flash must be divided into at least three pieces to store bootloader,
firmware1, and firmware2 respectively. The three pieces are defined as SBL area, Slot1, and Slot2.

3.1 Swap mode
For MCU applications, different from MPU, there is no clear separation between the system and the application. To update the
application of the MCU, update the whole firmware. For MCU, the execution address of the program depends on the designation
of the link file. The starting address of the program is fixed when the code is linked. To ensure the simplicity of the bootloader, keep
the link address of the new firmware consistent with the old one. To achieve this requirement, the bootloader must move the new
firmware to the address specified by the link file and then jump to run.
To achieve the revert function, bootloader must save the old firmware. The best way to achieve the two requirements is to
exchange the location of the old image and new image in the storage. This mode is defined as the Swap mode.
The Swap mode in SBL is based on the open source mcuboot project, using the v1.7.0 of the mcuboot source code. In the Swap
mode, the firmware image must have a fixed structure. SBL and SFW can control the FOTA process through operating the flags
at the specified position of the flash. Figure 3 shows the flash organization of the Swap mode.
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Figure 3. Flash layout of Swap mode
SBL is at the start of the flash. The ROM of the i.MXRT series chips jumps to this position in XIP mode. The firmware images stored
in Slot1 and Slot2 are composed of four parts. Image Header is at the top of the image. It tores the length, version number, and
other information of the firmware. Following the Image Header is the firmware itself. The firmware signature is behind the Image.
At the end of the slots is the Image Trailer, which stores the flag of the FOTA process.
The SFW generates a pure firmware image without Image Header, signature and Image Trailer after compiling. To be used as
the new firmware image in the FOTA, use a script to add a header and signature to the pure image. SFW and SBL programs edit
the Image Trailer part. Table 1 describes the structure of the Image Header.
Table 1. Image header structure
Offset

Width (bytes)

Field

Description

0x00

4

magic

0x04

4

load_addr

0x08

2

header_size

0x0a

2

reserved

0x0c

4

image_size

0x10

4

flags

Not used now

0x14

8

image_version

Image version

0x1c

4

reserved

Image header tag
Fixed value
Point to the load address of the application
Size of the image header
Reserved for future use
The size of the image (not including the Image Header Size)

Reserved for future use
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Table 2 describes the structure of Image Trailer.
Table 2. Image trailer structure
Offset

Width (bytes)

Field

0x00

1

copy_done

0x01

7

Pad

0x08

1

image_ok

0x09

7

pad

0x10

16

magic

Description
Flag that the Swap done
Reserved
Flag that control the OTA state
Reserved
Image trailer tag
Fixed value

In the Swap mode, the jump address of SBL is set as the firmware start address of Slot1 fixedly. The new firmware image obtained
from SFW is always stored in Slot2. When SFW gets the new image through the local or remote ways, it writes the image into the
flash space of Slot2. After the writing completes, the magic field in the Image Trailer of Slot2 is written to let the SBL know that
there exists a new firmware image.

Figure 4. Swap diagram of SBL
Figure 4 shows the basic logic of the Swap mode in SBL. SFW resets the MCU, the code runs into SBL, and the process of the
SBL is slightly different from the process in mcuboot. In the mcuboot project, first verify the signature of the new image stored in
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Slot2. If the new image passes the verification, SBL exchanges the images in Slot1 and Slot2. However, in i.MXRT series chips,
ROM has the hardware verification function which is related to the link address. When verifying the signature, the address of the
image must be the same as the link address. To support the ROM verification function, exchange the image first. Verify that the
signature after the new image is stored in Slot1.
Before swapping images, SBL must judge the current FOTA status, and then decide whether to swap the images of the two Slots.
SBL defines four states for FOTA in the Swap mode, they are Test, Perm, Revert, and None.
• Test means temporary exchange. The exchange is reverted if the image_ok flag is not set.
• Perm means permanent exchange. This exchange is permanent and cannot be reverted.
• Revert means rollback exchange. The new firmware meets problems and reverts to old firmware.
• None means no exchange.
SBL gets the current FOTA state by reading the value of the Image Trailer of the two Slots. For Test, Perm, and Revert states,
Figure 5 shows the configurations of the Image Trailer.

Figure 5. FOTA states for Swap mode
All Image Trailer values that do not belong to the above three states are None state, and no image exchange occur. In the actual
SBL project, the image revert function is supported by default, so the Perm state is not used.
The implementation of the revert function also based on the state of the Image Trailer. When SFW receives a new image and writes
it to Slot 2, it writes the magic field of the Image Trailer of Slot 2. After restarting and go back to SBL, SBL gets the Test state, and
perform the exchange of the two Slots. The Image Trailer of Slot 1 is not copied to Slot 2, and the original Image Trailer of Slot 2
becomes the Image Trailer of Slot 1 after the exchange. Now the Image Trailer of slot2 is all 0xFF. When the exchange completes,
SBL writes the copy_done flag of Image Trailer of Slot1 as 0x01. After doing the above operations, SBL verifies the signature of
the image in Slot1, and the jump is performed after the verification is successful. After jumping to the new firmware, SFW writes
the image_ok field of Slot1 as 0x01 if the application runs well. If the SFW occurs a problem before the writing operation and the
image_ok field is not set, after the program resetting, SBL gets the Revert state. Then, it reswaps the images of Slot1 and Slot2,
which called image revert.
Figure 6 shows the SBL code flow of the entire the Swap mode.
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Figure 6. Code flow of Swap mode
The exchange of two Slots in the Swap mode does not use the third flash piece. The size of the firmware image cannot exceed the
size of the Slot minus the size of the two Sectors (one is the Image Trailer part). SBL uses the method below to finish the exchange.
For image in Slot1, shift the entire firmware to the lower address by one sector size, copy the first sector of Slot2 to the first Sector
of Slot1, copy the second sector of Slot1 to the first sector of Slot1, and so on.

3.2 Remap mode
Some chips of i.MXRT series have the feature of remap. The addition of Remap mode is based on this feature. To enable this
feature, set up three registers, the start address, end address, and offset address. After enabling this function, if the MCU accesses
the flash through the AHB bus and the access address is between the previous start address and end address, the actual physical
address accessed becomes the value of the access address plus the offset address.
This feature is naturally suitable for FOTA application. After enabling this feature, bootloader must not exchange images and the
SFW can directly use the same linker file to run on different physical addresses. Compared with the Swap mode, this function
greatly reduces the number of flash erasing and writing, prolongs the service life, and shortens the time for FOTA greatly.
Figure 7 shows the organization of the flash in the Remap mode.
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Figure 7. Flash layout of Remap mode
Similar to the division of Swap mode, it is divided into SBL, Slot1, Slot2, and User Data. The difference is that the Image Trailer
part of the flag that stores the FOTA process in Slot1 and Slot2 has been canceled. Instead, at the end of the SBL region, set a
structure called Remap Flags to control the FOTA process.
The function and structure of the Image Header part are the same in the Swap mode, as shown in Table 1.
Table 3 describes the structure of Remap Flags.
Table 3. Remapping flag structure
Offset

Width (bytes)

Field

0x00

1

Image_position

0x01

7

Pad

0x08

1

image_ok

0x09

7

Pad

0x10

16

magic

Description
The current firmware position 0x01 | 0x02
Reserved
Flag that control the OTA state
Reserved
Image trailer magic
Fixed value

In the Remap mode, the logical jump address of SBL is still fixed to the start address of the firmware image in Slot1. Unlike Swap,
SBL sets the Remap area to the size of Slot1 and the offset value is also set to the size of Slot1. From the AHB bus, the logical
address accessed by the core that in the Slot1 area accesses the same position in Slot2 physically. In other words, by enabling
and disabling the remap function, SBL can jump to a different physical address to perform firmware using the same jump address.
Therefore, the new firmware image obtained from SFW does not have a fixed storage location. According to the Slot in which the
previous firmware is running, SFW stores the received new firmware image in another Slot. Therefore, there is 1 byte in the Remap
Flags in Table 3 to store the location information of the current firmware. When SFW receives a new firmware image and writes
it into another Slot, it sets the magic value in Remap Flags to let the SBL know that the new firmware must be updated.
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After resetting back to SBL, the code logic of SBL follows the process shown in Figure 8. To support the verification function of
ROM in the i.MXRT series chips, SBL first reads the Remap Flags to get the position of the currently running firmware and then
judges whether there is a new firmware to be updated according to the magic field.

Figure 8. Remap diagram of SBL
Since the entire Slot has been remapped and the content of the flag has changed, the Remap Flags cannot be set in Slot1 and
Slot2. The SBL and SFW projects use the last 32 bytes of the SBL area in the flash as Remap Flags. The revert of firmware images
is also supported in Remap mode. The state of Remap Flags controls the FOTA process. In remap mode in SBL, FOTA defines
four states, Test, Perm, Revert, and None.
• Test means temporary update.
• Perm means permanent update.
• Revert means rollback.
• None means no update.
SBL gets to the current FOTA state by reading the value of Remap Flags. For Test, Perm, and Revert states, Figure 9 shows the
settings of Remap Flags.
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Figure 9. FOTA states of Remap mode
The Revert function of Remap mode is implemented based on the value of the image_ok field. When SFW receives a new image,
it reads the image_position field in Remap Flags, gets the slot where the current firmware is located, stores the new firmware
image in another slot, and writes the magic value to the corresponding field of Remap Flags. After rebooting back to SBL, SBL
reads the location of the current firmware image and gets to the Test state.
• If the current firmware image is in Slot1, SBL enables the remap function and maps the address of Slot1 to the physical
address of Slot2.
• If the current firmware image is in Slot2, SBL disables the remap function and the logical address of Slot1 remains the
same as the physical address.
After verifying that the signature of the new firmware image is correct, SBL writes the image_position field as another Slot (0x01
to 0x02 or 0x02 to 0x01) and writes the image_ok field as 0x04 which represents the Revert state. Then, SBL jumps to the logical
address of Slot1. After jumping to the new image, if the basic tasks run without any problems, SFW writes the image_ok field of
Remap Flags as 0x01. If there is a problem during the operation, this field is not written. After the program resetting, SBL gets to
the Revert state, re-enables or disables the remap function, and finally reverts the image.
Figure 10 shows the SBL code flow of the entire Remap mode.

Figure 10. Code flow of Remap mode
During the whole judgment process, when the signature of the updated firmware fails to pass the verification, SBL actively restarts
the board, re-enters the judgment process of SBL, gets the revert state, and completes the program rollback.
Figure 11 describes the entire process of rolling back after an unsuccessful update and then performing a successful update.
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Figure 11. Remap mode update process
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